To:

Firestone Licensed Red Shield Contractors
Firestone Distributors
Firestone Sales Representatives

Date:

February 21, 2008

Re:

Firestone UC-14 Metal Roof Panel

Firestone Building Products is pleased to introduce the Metal Roof Panel System UC-14 to its
growing metal roofing product selection.
Ideal for Variety of Projects
With nearly unlimited thermal movement and the ability to
accommodate long panels, the UC-14 system is ideal for a
variety of roofing projects. The UC-14 system design blends a
concealed-clip fastening system, the aesthetics of a 1¾" tall
rounded top seam, and the convenience and economy of Snap
Lock installation. These features combined with the addition of
the optional factory-applied in-seam sealant make it an excellent
addition to complement Firestone’s three other Red Shield
metal roof panel profiles: UC-3, UC-4 and UC-6.
Wide Range of Options
The UC-14 system is available in 26, 24 and 22 gauge steel or .032" aluminum with 31 standard
KYNAR® paint finishes. Many of these finishes have solar reflectance that qualifies for Energy Star®
or LEED® programs. The UC-14 system is also available in 16 or 20 oz. architectural-grade copper
to satisfy the growing demand for natural metals. Aluminum is also available in a variety of
coil-anodized finishes, and contractors are encouraged to consult with Firestone for more
information. Design options for the UC-14 system include stiffing ribs, striations and embossing
to enhance the finished look.
Code Compliance
The UC-14 system provides specifiers and contractors with a current list of more than 40
performance rated assemblies from UL, FM, ASTM and Florida Building Code. The UC-14 system
is compliant with the ASTM E1592 standard for uniform static air pressure and UL 580 Class 90-list
tested. The new system is also eligible for Red Shield Warranty coverage up to 20 years when
installed by a Firestone-licensed Red Shield roofing contractor.
Delivery Throughout U.S.
Firestone currently offers UC-14 system manufacturing facilities in Warren, MI and Miramar, FL.
Expansion to facilities in Atlanta, GA; Jackson, MS; Morrisville, PA; and Reno, NV is anticipated in
spring 2008.
Technical Information Available Online
Additional information is available from your local Firestone Sales Representative or visit the
Firestone Web site at www.firestonebpco.com for access to technical and installation information.
Firestone is your manufacturing partner in the commercial roofing industry and here to assist you
with product, design and fabrication options. If you would like to discuss any project opportunities
or challenges, please call Firestone Roof Solutions at (800) 428-4511.
Sincerely,

Douglas Pearmain
Metal Systems Engineer

250 West 96th Street n Indianapolis, Indiana 46260
Telephone: 317-575-7000 n Facsimile: 317-575-7100 n http://www.firestonebpco.com

